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"TELL THE TRUTH AND DON'T BE AFRAID."

Eastern Illinois UniYersitJ, Charleston
CAMPUS

Mediator makes headway
A federal inte rmediary
helps faculty union,
university move closer
to a new contract

I STUDENT AFFAIRS

Nadler
stresses
'team'
BJ Kristi•• Peters
Adivities Reporter

BJ AshleJ Raeff
Teamwork and collaborarion

Senior l.Wver3ity Reporter

are cwo words Dan Nadler, vice
prcsidenc for student affairs, uses
often in reference to work and his
hopes for Eastern.
Nadler began his position on
Aug. 1, 2005, and since then
many new programs have been
implemented, but Nadler does not
rake full credit.
"From my pel'5pecrive, the
things that we do is as a team,"
he said. "+:verything we do bas an
impact on something else."
And by team, Nadler includes
the entire university, which be is
glad to be collaborating with.
"Vice president Nadler has
been a scrong supponcr of finding
meaningful connections becween
the work of the student affairs
professionals and the work of the
academic affairs division," said vice
president for academic affairs Blair
Lord in the July 20 edition of the

A federally contracted mediator
hdped make some headway in
the faculty contract negotiations

Monday.
Both Bob Wayland, chief
negotiator for the adminiscration,
and John Allison, chief negotiator
for Eastern's chapter of the
University Professionals of Illinois,
said they were optimistic about
reaching a secdement.
"'I feel more confident that an
agreement will be reached than I
did before the mediator got here,"
Allison said. "Like Bob Wayland,
I am hopeful that the mediation
process will be successful."
After 15 team negotiation
sessions during the summer, plus
sidebars between Wayland and
Allison, both sides agreed to a
mediator co help che parties find a
compromise.
Monday's meeting lasred for
five-and-a-half houl'5, which is
normal, Wayland said.
"You have to be patient. We •
came our of rhe meeting with a
better understanding of what the
real interests arc for each parry," he
said.
Neither side wan red to comment
on the content of the proposals,
but Bob Wayland did say that
clarification of language in the
administration's proposal had been
addressed at the negotiation table.
H

SEE MEDIATOI, PAGE t

Daily Eastern News.
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Chemistry professor Jon Blitz takes a bite out of an apple given out by members of the faculty who are also
involved in faculty contract negotiations on Tuesday afternoon in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
The theme of the table was "only one bite of the apple," named after a portion of the university's recent
contract proposal.

With every new program and
idea, Nadler makes sure co think
about student's interests and talring
Eastern co the next level.
"By the end of rhe fall semester,
he was beginning to implement
new programs for the campus,"
said President Lou Hencken in the
same July 20 article.
"Food for Thouglu" was just
one of the programs Nadler helped
bring co Eastern.

n

SEE IADLEI, PAGE 2

Hencken looks to the future
titled

BJ Nora Maberrr

"Great

Beginnings,"

during

Onrine Editor

his speech at the Faculty Luncheon,

In his final year at Eastern, Presidenc
Lou Hencken is focused on beginnings.
Beginnings he wants represented by
the window chat is eight feet call and 60
feet wide, connecting the two wings of
the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
Hencken announced plans co have the
window replaced with another window

Wednesday in the Grand Ballroom of
the Manin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
The window will be etched with some
of the great beginnings in literature.
These will include the first lines
of books, plays. poems and speeches,
Hencken said.
Hencken wanrs the window co be a
work of art, considering ir wilJ face the

chea heet
ON.WE

Lepl ftleslaui.. prop. .
.., lie comi.. to csn,_
H ~ l\Jckus, a legal filesharing
program that may be coming to Eastern.
students will be able to enjoy free
movies and music.

........cem

Doudna Fine Aru building.
"le occuned co me that perhaps the
window itself could be a work of arc:
he said. Hencken said he would have
proposed the window project even if he
did nor plan on retiring at the end of the
2007 school year.
"However, unveiling the window
seems like the appropriate thing to have
WC HILTIEll I THE DAILY EASTEll I EWS
a new president do," Hencken said.
Blair Lord, Eastern's provost and vice president for
U

academic affairs, receives a handshake from President Lou
Hencken on Wednesday afternoon at the Faculty Luncheon.

SEE HEICKEI, PAGE t

CAMPUS

rue SPOTLIGHT

SPORTS

SPORTS

St1NIHt Seate appoillts
eipt . . . . .111ten to seats
,, Mth the first meetilg of the yw,
Eastern's student legislative body
appointed j>eople to fill empty spots.
Many of the appointees were those
who had lost elections to join the
student govenvnent executive board in
the spring.

Blad Sbldeet U.UO. aim
to prollOte adblral dinnitJ
H Known for their dances, the Black
Student lk1ion provides a chance for
students to do volunteer VIOrk and help
put on events.
And out more in the Daily Eastern
News' weekly club spotlght.

Coadl' s career lau tOlldled tile
tins of ..., footltall ,..,.,.
,, Players from the past and present
talk about their time at Eastern under
football coach Bob Spoo's career.
This will be the third and final part of
associate sports editor Marco Santana's
series on the long-serving coach.

lllillOis towll is pipeliH for
wo•••'s soccer taints
n Eastern's women's soccer team has

, ... s

Pap1Z

, ... u

made a lot of hay recruiting in Quincy
Coach Tim Nowak has found a
goldmine in this smaD town, including his

current starting goalie Jemy Williams.

U

news
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CAMPUS I NOTEBOOK
AMwt Tlie Dally Euten ....

Prodlldloa staff

TaJlor dishwasher clole to completioa

S....eo.t ..............

Students can soon bid adieu to Styrofoam plates and
plastic ware ., Taylor Dinilg Center.
The cfishwasher ., Taylor is dose to completion, which
means the Munder construction" theme wil soon end.
Currently four trades workers are finishing the project,
including a plumber and welder to piece the bulky machine
together.
Completion IS "very dose,• said Mark Hudson, director of
housing and dining.
Hudson said he expects the dishwasher to be fully
operational by sometime next week.

New screens were instaled in Greek Court on Tuesday
and Wednesday.
The new screens were installed on the main floors,
replaoog the older, flimsy screens.
These are more substantial, and will aid in security on
the ground levels. which make up about half of Greek Court,
said Mark Hudson, director of housing and diring.
They wil also help keep insects and Ul'Mallled attters out
of the houses.
The screens don't look different from the outside, but are
made of aluminum and are thicker and safer than the old
screens, Hudson said.
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FEATURING B96 MIXMASTERS

DAN MORRELL
MIXIN MARC
DJ FLIPSIDE

V.l.P. LIST CALL 1-800-MIXMASTER OR VISIT MMTD.COM
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Dan Nadler, vice president for student affairs, sits on a stairwell in Old Main on Tuesday afternoon. Nadler,
who came to Eastern from Tulane University in Louisiana, began working in the position this year.
JAY ti1A11EC

n Nadler
FROM PAGE 1

This will be the program's second
year, and it brings the deans, vice
presidents, president and students
together by serving a late night
snack for students the night before
finals.
It has gone really well and it is
good to have that interaction with
studencs, Nadler said.
Also with students in mind,
Nadler helped collect funds co
bring more staff in to work at the
counseling center.
Nadler said there was a spike
in studencs using the center and
he wanted to avoid backlog and a
waiting list.
"I fed like we are better prepared
co help studencs," he said.
Also co better prepare students,
Nadler helped create Prowl,
Eastcm's new orientation program,
which has helped students move in
and gee acquainted with Eastern.
Nadler describes Prowl as
"uni uc and cuctin e~e" and with

weeks each day has a theme.
Every Thursday is spirit day and
other days included volunteer day
and personal wellness.
Other work Nadler has given
assistance to include renovations to
housing and dining and the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
With housing and dining, a
l 0-year plan is in place to install
sprinkler systems, update rooms
and allow students to personalize
their rooms.
Todining,aseven-mealplanwith
no additional cost has been added
and security cameras have been
added to 7th Street Underground
and the Union vending lounge.
'They will also look at auromacion
in bringing scanners and ocher
technology to make renting more
efficient.
Another new program planned
to be implemented rhis fall is a Rape
Aggression Defense Program.
For this program, 10 staff and
students have been trained to serve
as facilitators.
With every new program
implemented, Nadler always has
three thin~ in mind.

~~~~~~~~

serving and leadiog.
To him, these are three things
chat he wishes every student co gain
while at Eastern.
"Just about everything we do
relates back to learning and the
learning environmenc," he said.
And with serving, Nadler thinks
that it is important for students co
do community service whether it's
given a local, state or nationwide
levd.
Nadler said becoming a leader in
school, work and the neighborhood
is also important.
Upon moving from New
Orleans, where he worked as an
assistant vice president for student
affairs at Tulane University for
12 years, to Charleston, Nadler
brought along his family.
"We are fortunate as a family to
be accepted,'' he said. "It's a great
family-oriented communicy."
Nadler appreciates that his work
as vice president for student affairs
has blended well with his personal
life as a husband and father.
"When you do this kind of job,
it's never about yourself," he said.
"For me, ic has been an incredible

~
(217) 348-8883
505 W. Lincoln Ave Charleston Illinois 61920
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BIG BOTTLES
RUM BUCKETS

SOB SHOT
Functions? call Tom 630-625-2438

a.us I OPEN MIC NIGHT

UB Mainstage hosts Open Mic Night
.,...... .

Man and the university bookstore.
Anyone who is .a srudcftt at Eaiern Illinois
UMasity can panicipare in the event, and
any:tJiiJig chat can be beard or done cmr a
~bbne k permisiible as long as it is

Slaff ca respondent

me

Open Mic Night not only offers
entertainment, but fice food as wcll.
1hc 6rst offour to come during the semester,
Open Mic Night will be held from 9 to 11 p.m.
tonight in the University Ballroom in the: Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
1hc event, hosted by University Board
Mainmgc. bas been a running CYCDt for several
years.
Open Mic Night is exactly what the name
implies: an open mic night that is open to any
students who wish to rad poetry, show their
vocal skills and sing a song or play any kind of
musial instrument.

CAllPUS

~taid to MC f.amillar filcies at Open

Mk Nights, Brad Cunis won a few times lur

With paaically no Qperadng cosa, -OB
Mai 0 mgc Is 8lc to pnwide fiee food to the

audience and fim pmea tO 6-. secOnd and third
place winncn. Pm.a include gifr Cardi to Wal-

yar, but every night l>rings new people,. said
Pat Lamorte, the Unhmity Doud Mainscage
c:pO'rdinator.
A panel of judges comprised of University
Bcmd i:ncmbeis and other vOluntcers will judge
all participants.
&cry fint place winner will be invited to
perform in the: final on-Open Mic Night in
November as an encore performance.

...,
..........
.....
.....................,

., New and retlning facully members
can attend mini-sessions held by faculty
developmert. Topia Included handling
distressed studenls, madine scoring

of exams, ~ submissions, disabllty
services and others.
The first session starts at 1 p.m.,
todaJ In the Chalteston-Malt room
in the Mar1ln lBher King Jr. lOversity

I STUDENT SENATE

t.Uon.
AH following sessionS are in the
same location '1littl the final one starting
at 3 p.m. on Minority Affairs.

Spirit.,.,
., Ttusdays are designated by the
Office of Orientation as Eastern Spiit
Days. Students who wear blue can stop
by the booth set up in the Library Quad
to register for today's rjvmlay.

'IOIAY

Study Mlroad Info Session
Tlll9 I 4p.m.
._..... I Blair 11a1.-. 1201
........ , 581-7487

The Music Dep.-tment Reception
n.. I 6:30-8 p.m.
......_ I Morton Park
on lh:oln AvellJe
....... , 581-3958
Theatre Department Cal Backs
TIIM I 7p.m.
1A1ca1Mm I VIiiage Theatre

........ , 581-5958
Open Mic Night
TIM I 9p.m.

......_ I 7th Street Underground
....... , 581-5522
- RTm I mDAU IASIBlStudent Body President Sean Anderson makes his initial report during the Student Government meeting Wednesday evening In the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
.

Student Senate appoints 8
••• •••bers prompt
••t•aslu• I• •eeting

MllE HILn

I NEWLY APPOINTED STUDENT SENATE MEMBER

., Matt Hopf
StaflT reporter

Student Senate began the 2006
IChool year last night quickly
roving vacant senate scats and
"nee seau. with no bills on

agenda.
·1 think it all went pretty good,"
student senate speaker Kent
"I think now that wc have
l.lmrbolfy in p~, WC can just
ga going and get the whole
underwa~"
·
Most senate members had the

cbougbts as Ohms.
,
tbinlc it was a good
for

studenr
~~~- ~ I think it's a

'

.' '

testament to see how well the year
has gone," said junior English
and sociology major Mike Hilty.
really looking forward to the
upcoming year."
Newly
appointed
senate
member Katherine Wlodarski also
was happy with the outcome of the
meeting.
"It went pretty smoothly;
Wloda,i:ski said. "It's exciting to
sec all the new senate members
including myself to be appointed.•
Student body president Scan
Anderson followed up lr\'Jd\ hi$

·rm

report. Anderson said he was happy
with the results of First Night. He
continued by commending the
student body on their enthusiasm
about this Saturday's football game
at the University of Illinois.
Anderson
then
reminded
Students ofthe: openingofthe Cybcr
Lounge in .,. Street Underground
located in the Martin Lythcr King
Jr. University Union on Sept. 13.
Amanda Raz, student executive
vice president, asked for people
to sign up for the Student Action
T~. which is a group that uavcls

to Springfield to lobby for higher
education.
She talked about starting a voter
registration drive for the upcoming
November elections.
Newly
appointed
senate
members were then sworn in by
senate adviser Ced Brinker, which
includes "to suppon and defend
the Constitution of Eastern Illinois
University Student Body."
The next student senate meeting
will talcc place 7 p.m. Wednesday in
the Arcola-Tuscola in the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.

., In Monday's ecition of the Daly
Eastern News, DEN Online !sports
editor was misidentified. Her name is
Kristen Larsen.
In Wednesday's edition of the
Daily Eastern News, columnist Nicole
Milstead and online staff member Kristy
Mellendorf's names were misspelled.

COllMElllS I COMECTIOllS I
EVEITS
To report any errors, local events or
general suggestions for future editions
please contact our news editor, , ...

......,,Via:
Phone I 51t-7MZ,

E.aiail 1 Da •..-..._, .....
Office visit I tatt 1aun1 Hall.
I I

> • •,

EDITORIAL BOARD
Editor in Chief I IJle 9'a1'.,ll
Managing Editor I AllJ Sil9pSOll
News Editor I Sar.. ftitMy

DRAWN FROM THE NEWS

COWMNIST

Holly lleucM1
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1., GnMec I Photo Editor
Mora Malteny I Online Editor

I DAN NIWA

I BRENT BATILE

Deport
'celebrity'
suspect
(U-WlRE) STILLWATER, Okla.
- When a celebrity is rhe subjecr of a
police investigation, rhe gates of hell
open. Such is rhe case for Michael
Jackson. Bur whar if we come across a
Michael Jackson sympathizer?
The story is similar for John Mark
Karr, the most recent suspect in the
JonBenet Ramsey murder case in
Boulder, Colo., whom prosecurors ruled
our as a suspect Monday. He may not
have been famous cwo weeks ago, but
roday his name and face are as familiar
as K.rusty the Klown.
The Dmvtr Pott and Roclty Mountain
News each devoted several pages of
coverage to the news, which I expecced.
But the media frenzy char became
of Karr didn't sink in until I picked up
the New Yclrk Times and USA Today.
They labeled him the questionable
confcssionary.
He bore the eyes of a creep in the
pictures. I didn't need a criminal profiler
to assume he spends bis free time
mentally undressing children, perhaps
dreaming of che day he can woo them
wirh some of his pathetic poetry.
Karr wrore the e-mails ro Michael
Tracey, a University of Colorado
professor in Boulder, expecting Tracey
to deliver them to the Ramscys. Tracey
turned Karr over co the police instead.
"I will tell you chat I can understand
people like Michael Jackson and feel
sympathy when he suffers as he has,"
Karr wrote to Tracey after Tracey refused
to comply. Karr added, "Oackson)
is trapped in a world char does nor
understand."
Karr may be a creepy pedophile,
bur he got a free plane ticket ro the
U.S. and his lifestyle plastered publicly
from sea to shining sea by the nation's
media. He needed the rerum ticker
after a school in Bangkok fired him for
"extreme srricmess" with students and
rook the job in China after rwo failed
relationships with minors, which led co
his exile.
The man loves children, and there's
nor much we can do to srop him.
Except pur his face on every 1V ser
and newspaper in the country to let
all people recognize his face and ban
people like Karr from parks, schools,
McDonald's and so on.
We should teach children nor ro cruse
strangers and remember to be suspicious
when our ceenaged daughters spend
a questionable amount of time with a
creepy male teacher.
Bur most importantly, law
enforcement should have requested
the Chinese hold Karr in cusrody
until blood samples mailed to the U.S.
matched blood taken from the crime
scene.
The most recent development in
the Ramsey case: no suspects, but we
managed to bring back a pedophile to
che U.S. who was destined co solicudc in
China.
We should have left him ro rot.

ISSUE

I

•
a view
"Never Forget" the Iraq war isn't over; in fact, it's far from

WAR BY NUMBERS
Vice President Dick Cheney criticized the
idea ofleaving Iraq in a speech to the annual
convention of Veterans of Foreign Wars
Tuesday. He suggested those who advocated
reducing the American troop presence are
guilty of"sclf-defeating pessimism," the New
l'Ork Times reported.
But more than three years of a war chat
was declared a victory after a few months
would suggest that the "self" is not what is
being defeated in this situation.
We have become immune and
desensitized co che sicuarion in Iraq. The
shock-and-awe strategy proposed and
employed by che Bush Administration has
ultimately proven ineffcccivc. And we, as
Americans, have losr interest, leaving the
government to do as it will in Iraq.
News on Iraq often fades inco the
background of the day's news because it's
been going on so long.
Troops in both Iraq and the U.S. are
refusing to fight.
There is no order in the capital city of
Baghdad. The majority of Americans no
longer agree wich Bush's decision co invade
Iraq. People arc more interested in the Iraqi
war as an election position chan a real-time
situation that is affecting lives of service
people and Iraqis.
Beyond the catchphrases of 'quagmirc'
and 'standing down,' lives continue ro be
at scake and will be affecccd by chis. The
decision that already carries long-lasting
affeccs on the economy and on rhc world's
perception of the U.S.
Claims from the Bush Administration
about the strength of the Iraqi government
are often disproven. The GOP and
Democrats go back and forth so much about
exit strategies chat nothing is resolved.
The U.S. in Iraq is adding to instability in
the Middle East. And can anyone give a clear
and educated answer to the questions: "Why
are we there?" and "Whar are we doing?•
It is vital to remain vigilant on the
situation in Iraq. And though we can only
glimpse the situation through news photos,
stories and sound bites, we can have an idea
of the human and economic costs of the
ongoing war.
Tue Associated Press reports conditions,
such as attacks on police and civilians by
what the press calls the Iraqi insurgency, that

do not indicate an ordered and stable society.
Though we as U.S. citizens have no way
of knowing the exact situation in Iraq, we
can be aware of the current human and
economic cost of the war.
Once a week. in a place close to home,
we will give you the death coll and cost
of the Iraq war with the aim of increasing
awareness and provoking educated thought
and discussion to lead ro a clearer piccurc for
a resolution co this situation.
The cost of war cstimare, provided by
the National Priorities Projccc, is based on
numbers from the Congressional Budget
Office.
As of 4:35 p.m. Wednesday, the cosc
of the Iraq war co Americans is $310
billion. The number is available ac http://
nacionalpriorities.org.
Though publications such as The New
York Times and USA Today take Iraq death
roll numbers from the Department of the
Defense, this is the number of Americans
killed in Iraq. These include only the
numbers of American deaths and arc likely
to be biased toward rhe U.S. We will provide
e:.timaccs of deaths of civilians in Iraq. Afcer
all, aren't we there ro promore their freedom?
'lhe civilian death toll in Iraq is estimated
between 41,041and45,613. The number is
available ac iraqbodycount.ner.
7he Daily Eastern News will report
these numbers weekly. The methodology
used ro determine estimates is scientific,
documented and easily understood. We
encourage readers to investigate.
This reminder does not propose a
solution. If an easy answer existed, ic would
have been implemented or reached by this
point.
However, we hope these numbers, though
only on a weekly basis, remind readers that
through the daily grind, ch~ news cycle and
ocher politics, the war in Iraq is there and
not expected to be resolved any more now
than ir was in March 2003. Lives are being
taken and caxpayer money is being spent.
The war is not on our turf.
The boggled message with which it was
proposed was easily attributed co rhc rallyround-the flag affect of the Sept. 11 terrorist
attacks.
But it continues in our name, in the
pursuit of our virtues.

I BRENDA KAY lYLSTRA

Don't be in
such a hurry
to rush
(U-WIRE) CHAMPAIGN - The
boxes are unpacked and the homework
has begun. For returning students, we
slide right back into our old lifestyle,
buc for freshmen and transfers, the
thought of going out amidst 40,000
people and finding the righr niche can
be thoroughly paralyLing.
Enter legions of tanned, shapely
girls with blonde highlights in their
hair. They're wearing black T-shim
emblazoned with the slogan, " Be strong.
be unique, be united, be Greek.ft They
promise fake IDs and amazing parties
and frat guys galore, but besc of all
they promise instant friendship. Whac
an alluring proposition for the lonely
freshman femme. Hard-up for friends
and fitting in, thac naive neophyte
happily pays rhe $40 rush fee.
Girls, even though I don'c have a
catchy slogan or a pair of pink fuzzy
Uggs in my closer, I ask you co consider
chat there might be another way.
(Disclaimer: Throughout this article,
I will stereotype sororities as I see fit.
I will make generalizations about the
community as a whole when I am
well aware that chese generalities do
nor apply ro each and every sorority
member. This is okay, because as
everyone knows buc few admir,
stereotypes exist for a reason. Most
spring out of cruth :ind remain in our
vernacular because people live chem our
day after day. )
You don't have to join a sorority to
make friends or get inro cool parties.
And despite whac the shires may tell
you, a sorority might just be one of the
worse places you could look if you're
striving co be unique.
I'm not sure which audience
of girls the Panhellenic Council is
reaching for with that slogan {maybe
the literary crowd because rhe irony
is so delightful?), but that notion will
be dispelled pretty quickly when the
thousands of girls who rush are paraded
around campus in (surprise!) matching
c-shirts and core bags.
I have nothing against sororities or
the girls who partake therein. In fact,
I absolutely believe that a sorority is a
place where you can cat, sleep, study and
party with girls who will be your best
friends for che rest of your life.
But I also believe chat you don't
need co go Greek co find a sisterhood of
friends; there are other cheaper and less
time-consuming avenues you can take.
Sororities arc expensive. Dues alone
are hundreds of dollars a semester.
For the price a girl pays co be a (insert
meaningless combination of two or
three Greek lectcrs here] for four years,
she could gee a new nose, maybe some
liposucrion.
And if we're honcsr, isn't conforming
to the media's standards of beauty rhe
best way to make new friends?
Sisterhood also cakes up a great deal
of time.
There are meetings, formals,
exchanges, philanthropy events, ecc.
Much of this is not optional, and in
fact some houses will fine or otherwise
punish girls for being absent.
It's a big time commirmenc, and it
leaves little time for getting to know
people outside the Greek system (more
than 75 percent of campus) or engaging
in outside activities.
So go your own way, noc Greek, and
seriously, use thac excra cash for Botox or
something.
Brenda Kay Zylstra is a columnist for the
Daily Illini at Univerisity of Illinois at Urbana-

Brent Battle is a columnist for the Daily
O'Collegian at Oklahoma State University.

The editorial is the majority opinion of The Daily Eastern News editorial board.
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COUNSELING CENTER I THE HANGOVER

Center gives
bottle of advice
Counselors give
students advice on how
to drink responsibly
By Sheree Patterson
Stall COl'respondent

Thanks, bur no thanks.
Sip, don't gulp. And eat before
you drink.
This is the advice the counseling
ccncer gave co srudents yesterday in
the South Quad.
All are ways scudenrs can decline
alcohol or reduce the risk of alcohol
impairmem if they decided to
drink.
"We're not celling srudents noc
to drink, as long as they're of age,
and [if they] are going co drink we
want chem co be responsible," said
Amy Charlton, an intern at the
counseling center.
She added that she hopes
students recognize that they're

responsible for their actions under
che influence or not.
'Ibe cenrer's booth was manned
from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. Counselors
ar the booth handed out Byers to
students as they walked or stopped
by.
The Byers contained information
on how co drink safely so ill effects
can be avoided, the top ten ways co
rum down a drink, a blood alcohol
chart and an emergency checklist
for alcohol poisoning.
Brad Coffey, a counselor with the
counseling center, said the Hangover
booth didn't have anything ro do
with statistics and the booth was an
informative sowce for srudents.
"We just want co provide
everyday information co prevent
alcohol poisoning and drunk
driving accidents as well as other
rclaced incidents," he said.
The counseling center has a
weekly life skill informacional
booth every Wednesday thac will be

BEER
CAlllE HOWS I THE DAILY IEASTElll IEWS
Mike Tozer, a counselor at the counseling center, dressed up as a bottle of beer while Lisa Hartman, a
graduate assistant at the Health Education Resource Center, passed out flyers about drinking safely to
students passing through the south quad Wednesday afternoon.

child psychology major, said her
professor required her class co
accend all workshops, buc ic was not
her main reason for accending.

followed by evening presentations.
Next week's title is "Roommace
Conflicc."
Emily McClain, a freshman

"I wane learn as much about
school as possible, and the
wo rkshops have been incerescing,"
McClain said.

CWB SPOTLIGHT I BL.ACK STUDENT UNION

Group provides opportunities for all cultures
By SeH Hopkins
Staff reporter

Culcwal awareness has long been
a pare of Eascern. Since 1967, the
Black Student Union has promoted
cultural diversity among Eastern's
scudencs, according co ics Web site.

While the organization is
culcurally based membership is noc
Limiced co black students only.
"BSU is a benefit co both blacks
and non-blacks," said junior family
and consumer sciences major and
three-year member Sherri Smith.
"We are always looking for more

members with greac ideas."
The group is probably besc
known for the dances ic ofcen
sponsors in the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union.
Black Srudent Union secondyear president Thomas Battle
wants students ro know che union
dances aren't the only accivicies the
organizarion provides.
"We're not just all about union
parties," said Batcle. "We also serve
the community and want to help
each and every student."
Black Scudenc Union participates
in C harlescon clean-up days, raises
funds for scudent scholarships and
helps facilitate the Special Olympics.

Black Student Union President
Thomas Battle and BSU members
are responsible for several events
such as "Welcome Back Week."
SUllUTTED PHOTO

THOMAS BATILE I BLACKSTUDENT UNION PRESIDENT

"We're not just about anion parties. We
also serve the community and want to
help each and every student. "
Ocher campus events provided on
the group's behalf include Campus
Organization Day, homecoming
festivities and the annual Miss Black
EIU pageanc.
"Promoting relationships with
other organizations on campus is
also one of our main functions,"
Bartle said. "During this time of
year, we look forward to interacting
with new incoming students."
Easrern's Gateway program is
integrated with the Black Student
Union co provide an academjc area
that offers academic cutorin.g to
both members and non-members.

The group will be having its
upcoming "Welcome Back Week"
which wiJI include a variety of
community events including a
campus barbecue, bowling nighc,
a poetry slam and other activities
beginning Sepe. 8. All srudents are
encouraged co participate.
There will be a membership
drive in the Union from 11 a.m. to
1 p.m. this week and membership is
open co all students. A membership
fee is included. Weekly meetings
are held in the Charlescon-Maccoon
room of the Union every Monday
at6 p.m.

Dart League Meeting

TUESDAY SEPT 5nt 7pm
BLIND DRAW T OURNAMENT
F ORMING 2 &4 P ER S ON TEAMS
EVER YONE WELCOME/
CALL FOR D ETAILS

Universitv Union Bowling Lanes
Sanctioned League

Tuesday Night 7pm (4 per team) Starts Sept 5th
Wednesday Night 7pm (5 per team) Starts Sept. 6th
Youth Sat. Morning 10am Starts Sept. 23rd

-- SLEEP1N EAT OUT

For more Information call Tim@ 581-7457

breakfast till 2pm
EVERYDAY
345-7427
7th & Madison
across 7th Street from the
Uptowner
www.wbatscookin.info
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STATE GOVERNMENT

I ETHICS EXAM

Thousands of Illinois workers f unk ethics
The Associated Press

The Associated Press

llo bowa motiwe, final tests
still on ia Luaaie killiags
n ~IE, 'W-fo. - Police released
more details Wednesday on the timing
of the slayings of two college students
by a third, who then killed himself, but
officials said they still lacked a motive
for the killings.
Laramie Police Cmdr. Dale Stalder
said that on the morning of July 16,
Justin Geiger, 19, of South Beloit, Ill.
first stabbed to death Adam TOYAer,
20, a Laramie resident who attended
college out of state. Geiger, a University
of 'W-foming student, then attacked
another I.IN student, Anthony Klochak,
19, with the kn~e, but Klochak was able
to flee and suffered only minor wounds.
That's when Amber Carlson, 19 and
a UW student, walked into the room
and Geiger shot and killed her and then
killed himself with a gunshot to the
head.

Former city worker pleads
guilty to role in drug ring
,, CHl(A(]()-A former city employee
has pleaded guilty to taking part in a
drug distribution ring that investi<Jators.
say was run out of the Department of
Water Management.
Anthony Ritacco, 47, a seasonal
cement mixer for the transportation
department. pleaded guilty in federal
court Tuesday to possessing two
kilograms of cocaine worth $40,000
v.ith the intent to deliver.
He is facing up to 40 years in prison
when he is set to be sentenced on Jan.
10.
Prosecutors say Ritacco's brotherin-law, longtime water department
employee George A. Prado, was the
leader of the group.

KenJID government unbappJ
with corruption speech
,, NAIROBI, Kenya -A few feathers
were ruffled by U.S. Seo. Barack
Obama's speech condemning
corruption in Kenyan government and
society.
In a nationally televised speech,
Obama warned that Kenya won't thrive
so long as people and businesses
are expected to pay bribes for routine
government service. He didn't name
names, but the speech was interpreted
as an attack on the nation's ruling party
and President Mwai Kibaki.
A Kibaki spokesman responded
that Obama is ignorant of how Kenyan
politics works.

Ciowernor's children' s babJ
sitter sits on commission
,, SPRJNGAELO - One of the
people who soon will judge Gov. Rod
Blagojevich's hiring practices is his
children's baby sitter.
Betty Bukraba, 67, sits on the state
Ovil Service Commission.
In the coming months, the
commission will be asked to decide
the fate of two personnel agency
workers Blagojevich fired for allegedly
giving special treatment to politically
connected job applicants.
Blagojevich appointed Bukraba to a
six-year term on the board in October
2003. She is paid $21,507 a year to be
on the five-member panel.

SPRINGFIELD-The governor's
inspector general flunked thousands
of scare employees on an annual
ethics exam because they rushed.
Lene
nt to 5,000 or more state
employ rescinded "certificates of
completion" on the ethics review
because they didn't spend the
minimum amount of time on the
computerized program.
A spokesman for an employees'
union
called
the
situation
"preposterous."
Some employees spent less than
10 minures on the program, which
includes 80 pagcs. lnspcccor General
James Wright'sofficcsaidemployees,
on average, spend more than a halfhour reviewing che craining. About
58,000 workers in agencies under
Gov. Rod Blagojevich cook the
review earlier this year and about 10

JAMES WRIGHT I INSPECTOR GENERAL

"Your failure to complete this additional training on a timely basis, as
well as any future failure to properly comply with this annual training
requirement, will result in disciplinary action."
percent received a 1O·page ·ethics
noncomplianc
orientation for
employees," including a form the
worker must return.
•Your failure to complete this
additional training on a timdy
basis, as well as any future failure to
properly comply with this annual
training requirement, will result in
disciplinary action," a letter signed
by Wright states. The inspector
general's d.ireccor of ethics training
and compliance, David Kcah.I.
said the typical test-taker spent
32 minutes on the program. The
office has developed a minimum

.

time tcquired co be spent '
the computer system - any
than chat, and the employee is ·
violation of not completing ch
training. KcahJ declined to say wha
this year's minimum time period is
But no one was told about ch
minimum period, said Anclcr
Lindall, spokesman for the Ameri
Federation of Seate, County an
Municipal
Employees, whi
represents 70 percent of employ
working for the governor.
"Effectively, employees arc bein
threatened with punishment fo
their mastery of the subject matter,'

Lindall told The (Springfidd) Seate
Journal-Register for a Wednesday
story. "To set up an arbitrary time
limit, and threaten co punish chem
for successfully completing the quiz
in less chan chat amount of time, is
preposterous."
The program often is called a
"test'" because it includes a quiz at
the end. But state officials say it's
important employees understand
all che material presented, which
changes each year. This year, an
decrion year, it focused on issues
surrounding politicking, KcahJ
said.

Streator man gets 100 year Peabody
gets EPA
in prison for kiddie porn
approval
intelligence that would make him
all the more dangerous if he ever
CHICAGO - A professional were back on the street seeking
portrait photographer convicted victims.
of taking photos described by a
Bun was convicted by a federal
government wimess as "the holy coun jury in December of making
grail" of child pornography was and discriburing child pornography
sentenced Wednesday co 100 yean out of a studio his Streator home.
Defense attorney J. Clifford
in federal prison.
Charles A. Burt III, 57, of Greene said at the trial chat some
downstate Strcacor must serve witnesses were lying and there was
at least 85 years of his sentence, no proof Burt cook the photos.
But Assistant U.S. Attorneys
mcan.ing he most likely is going ro
prison for life.
Monika Bickcrt and Virginia
U.S. District Judge Wayne R. Kendall, who since then has
Andersen said he imposed chc become a U.S. District Court
heavy sentence our of concern that judge for Northern Illinois, !ihowed
Bure would harm more boys if ever jurors a video in which Burt himself
freed.
appeared to be participating.
Andmcn said Burt had a high
·Two government wicncsses who
The Associated Press

themselves had been convicte
of similar offenses said Bun'
photographs were highly pri
by an underground network o
pedophiles.
• "lt'sl.ikecheholygrail-everybod
wanted Chuck's pictures," wim
Brian Urbanawiz told the jury.
Three boys took che wicness scan
at che week-long trial and tesci.6
chat while they were staying ·
Burt's home he entered their roo
at night and took ~exually oricntc
pictures of chem.
The boys were ages 7, 8 and 1
at the rime chc photos were ca.ken.
FBI agents said they got on Bun'
aail after finding the video chat !are
was shown to the jury in the horn
of a Wisconsin sex offender.

Stronger warnings of tendon injuries
sought for some antibiotics labels
The FDA will review the
Public Citizen petition, agency
WASHINGTON - The labels spokeswoman Susan Cruzan said.
on Cipro and similar ancibiotics
She declined to say what action
should bear more serious warnings - if any - chc agency would take
about a possible link co tendon in response ro che earlier Illinois
injuries, petitioners told federal petition.
health officials Tuesday.
Staci Gouveia. a spokeswoman
Between 1997 and 2005, the for Bayer HealthCare, maker
Food and Drug Administration of Cipro, declined co give any
received 262 reports of ruptured comment.
The labels on the entire class
tendons in patients using drugs
from che fluoroquinolone class of of drugs already warn doctors
antibiotics, the consumer advocacy and patients of chc risk of tendon
group Public Citizen said in its problems.
petition co chc FDA
The FDA had manufacturers
The state of Illinois 6Jed a similar add chat language following a 1996
petition last year and asked Tuesday Public Citizen pecicion.
that chc two requests be combined.
Public Citizen and che Illinois
The Associated Press

attorney general's office now worry
the problem is worsening as use of
the drugs increases.
"Consumers and physicians
have a right to know the adverse
effects associated wich prescription
medicines,"
Illinois
Attorney
General Lisa Madigan said in a
statement.
Beyond the tendon rup~.
Public Citizen also cacaloged
roughly 260 cases each of tendinitis
and other tendon disorders among
users of chc drugs.
It is not clear how the drugs
might cause chc injuries.
The two petitioners want the
drugs co bear so-called "black-boxn
warnings.

LaSalle Co. prison counselors back to work
SPRINGFIELD-Scriking drugabuse counselors at a LaSalle County
prison agreed Tuesday co return co
work after the private company chat
employs chem decided co sever its
tics with the state.
State officials will replace
Gateway
Foundation,
which
provides substance-abuse treatment
programs at Sheridan Correctional
Center, with a new company by

chc time Gateway's contract expires
Dec. 31. About 40 of 53 counselors
at Sheridan, which is devoted to
treating drug-abusing offenders,
walked off the job June 6 after
failing to reach a concract agreement
with Gateway. The not-for-profit
Chicago operation continued to
offer programs at Sheridan with
management employees.
"The employees will return to

work for Gateway at a date to be
determined uncil a new vendor
is in place, and will suffer no
repercussions for their participation
or non-participation in the strike,"
read a joint scacernent released
by American Federation of State,
County and Municipal Employees
executive director Henry Bayer
and Gateway chief executive officer
Michael Darcy;

ST. LOUIS - Peabody Energy
Corp. pressed ahead Wednesday
wich plans for a $2 billion power
plant in southern Illinois after
getting the federal government's
approval of an air-pollution
permit environmentalists might
continue to challenge.
The ruling by a U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency
appeals board last week affirms the
issuance of the permit by Illinois'
EPA for the proposed Prairie State
Energy Campus.
The project is to include a
l ,500·megawatt, coal-fired power
plant near a mine.
St. Louis-based Peabody,
the world's largest private coal
company. said its latest regulatory
victory means it can line up
construction
and
operating
partners - and financing - for the
project in Illinois' Washington
County. southeast of St. Louis.
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Carolinas on alert for tropical storm
The Associated Press

RALEIGH, N.C. - North and
South Carolina pur hundreds of
National Guardsmen on srandby
Wednesday for fear the rainy
remnants ofTropical Storm Ernesto
could cause severe ff ooding.
Forecasters said Ernesto could
drench the eastern half of North
Carolina with as much as seven
inches of rain on Thursday and
Friday. A scpararc storm system
arriving ahead of Ernesto also
threatened to soak the region.
"We could get a clobbering
today," said National Weather
Service forecaster PhiJ Badgett.
Ernesto weakened to a tropical

depression while crawling norch
through Florida. Its winds were less
a concern ro emergency officials
than the prospeet of down pours.
Ernesro was cxpecccd to move
off the Florida coast by evening
and possibly regain tropical storm
strength. Forecasters predicted it
would come ashore again lb~day
along the South Carolina coast and
reach North Carolina by Thursday
night.
"We know we're going to get a
lot of rain. We know this is going
to be a water event," said North
Carolina Gov. Mike Easley.
Easley activated 150 National
Guardsmen and ordered the State
Emergency Response Team to

prepare for flooding and power
outages. Guard rroops in South
Carolina were on standby, Lt. Col.
Pere Brooks said.
North Carolina has struggled
this summer with on-again, offagain drought.
"If we could get the rain where it
was spread ouc over 12 ro 24 hours,
where it was a good, soaking rain,
(flooding) would not be an issue,"
Badgett said.
On James Island, one of a string
of barrier islands on the South
Carolina coast, Gerald Galbreath
collected 24 sand bags. "It's just
precautionary," he said.
Ac 8 p.m. EDT, Ernesto
was centered just northwest of

Melbourne, Fla., moving north at
near 15 mph. The depression had
winds near 35 mph, or about 4 mph
below tropical storm strength.
le was expected co be over the
Atlantic near Cape Canaveral
within a few hours, the National
Hurricane Center said. The storm
had not affected the space shuttle,
which may launch next week after a
lightning strike and Ernesto forced
delays.
Little storm damage was reported
in Florida, where Ernesto came
ashore Tuesday night with a lot of
rain buc winds of only 45 mph.
"It was the little train that
couldn't," said David Rudduck of
the American Red Cross.

Police pursue murder charge against man
The Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO - Police.
will recommend a murder charge
be filed against a driver who
intentionally struck more than a
dozen pedestrians and bicyclists
with his vehicle, authorities said
Wednesday.
Police in Fremont said an arrest
warrant would be issued for Omeed
A. Popa!, 29, sometime in the next
few days.
"After our conversation with
him, we are now confidcnr he is
responsible for the hit-and-run
death of our citizen," said Detective
Bill Veteran.
Popal was arrested Tuesday in
San Francisco after police boxed in

his smashed-up sport utility vehicle
following the hit-and-run spree.
Investigators believe the fuse
person hie was Stephen Jay Wilson,
54, who was killed as he walked
home in Fremont, across San
Francisco Bay.
Popa! is under psychiatric
observation at a hospital jail
ward, said San Francisco sheriffs
spokeswoman Eileen Hirst.
He was being held on suspicion
of 14 counts of attempted murder
and one count of fleeing a police
officer and causing great bodily
injury or death, Hirst said.
The Alameda County District
Accomey's Office, which would
handle the Fremont case, said it
did not have a timetable for when

charges would be filed.
The injured range in age. from 18
to 84.
Many were treated and released
from hospitals. One person who
was struck is in critical condition.
Vera Jenkins DcFrantt, who was
hie as she tried to cross the street,
said she was lucky.
She had no broken bones and
did not fall co the ground, where
the car could have run over her, she
said.
"He waited for the lady in fronc
of me to cross. Then I heard him
rev his engine," DeFrancz said. "He
meant to hit me, he meanr co hurt
me. He wanted to kill me."
The violence was so shocking, it
will be hard co move on, DeFranrz

said.

"I don't know if I can cross
the street," she said. "I'm afraid to
venture out right now."
Popa! did not appear to be under
the inBuence of drugs or alcohol
when he was questioned, police
said.
He told investigators he was
angered by a family dispute.
"He indicated he was involved in
an argument with a family member,
things escalated from there and
that's when he got in the car and
took off," Veteran said.
Popal's relatives said he had been
suffering from delusions and stress
from his recent arranged marriage
in the family's home country,
Afghanistan.

Teen confesses to killing father
The Associated Press

I(

HILLSBOROUGH, N.C. - A
teenager suspected in a shooting
at a high school that injured rwo
students Wednesday later confessed
to killing his father and was charged
with murder, authorities said.
Alvaro Rafael Castillo, 19, of
Hillsborough told deputies about
the slaying after he was taken into
custody at Orange High School, the
Orange County sheriffsaid.
Deputies who forced their way
into the family's home found Rafael
the body of Huezo Castillo, who
had been shot co death, Sheriff
Lindy Pendergrass said.
h was not immediately known
when the father died.
As deputies walked the teen to
jail, his hands cuffed in front of
him, be was asked why he killed his
father.
"Sacrifice. The world is crud,"
he said.
-We all have to sacrifice.
Somebody had co put him out of
his misery. He abused all of us," he
added.
A school district spokeswoman
said a former student drove into the
school's parking lot at midday and
fired a gun at the building.
A girl was grazed on the shoulder,
and a boy was struck by shattered
glass, said spokeswoman Anne
D'Annwu.io.
The injured girl was treated at a
hospital and released, D'Annunzio
said.
A window at the school was shot
out, but D'Annwu.io did not know
whether the shattered glass caused
the ho 's minor injuries.

ALVARO RAFAEL CASTIU.O I ACCUSED KILLER

"Sacrifice. The world is cruel. We all have to
sacrifice. Somebody had to put him out of his
misery. He abused all of us."
Castillo has not been charged in
the school shooting.

was a lockdown," she said. "Ir was a
Lierle bit freaky."

Studenrs were temporarily barred
from leaving both the high school
and nearby C.W Stanford Middle
School for cheir safety, D'Annunzio
said.
Buses cook students from the
campus to a church, where their
parents waited to collect them.
Hillsborough is in the RaleighDurham area of north-central
North Carolina.

The Associated press

Buslt sap troop withdrawal
would lead to terrorist state
n NASHVILLE, Tenn. - Linking success
in Iraq with the future safety of America,
President Bush said Wednesday that
withdrawing U.S. troops too quickly
would lead to a terrorist state more
dangerous than Afghanistan in the grip
of the repressive Taliban regime.
Bush, who is beginning a series
of speeches on Thursday to counter
opposition to the war, spoke at a
political fundraiser, which raised more
than $1.5 million for the Tennessee
GOP and Bob Corker, who faces a
tough Senate race against Democratic
nominee Harold Ford Jr.
If the United States leaves Iraq
prematurely, Bush said, it would
embolden an enemy that wants to harm
Americans and shred U.S. credibility
internationally.

ICC reclassifies local phone
service, AT6T to raise rates
,, CHICAGO - A deal approved by
state regulators Wednesday allows AT&T
Inc. to increase residential phone rates
in northern Illinois, prompting criticism
that consumers could see their bills
double.
The Illinois Commerce Commission
agreed to reclassify local phone service
in Chicago and its surrounding suburbs
as "competitive," which now excludes
AT&T from complying with certain rate
restrictions, said ICC spokeswoman Beth
Bosch.
In exchange, AT&T voluntarily
agreed to limit annual rate increases for
four years. Monthly usage fees would
not increase by more than $1 each year
and per-call fee increases would be
capped at a half-cent, she said.
"This compromise provides AT&T
with enough regulatory certainty
and flexibility to compete with our
unregulated rivals," Carrie Hightman,
president of AT&T Illinois, said in a
statement.

Asked why he wenr to Orange rr.:=======================================================================:::::;;i
High School, Castillo responded:
"Columbine.
Remember
c.
Columbine."
0
\)
In 1999, rwo teenagers killed
1
·
12 fellow students and a teacher
at Columbine High School in
Colorado
before
commirring
suicide in the nation's worse school
shooting.
Alvaro Castillo was firing rwo
ri6es as deputies approached,
Pendergrass said.
They later found ammunition,
weapons and homemade pipe
bombs in his van.
A hearing was scheduled
Thursday in Orange County
District Court.
It was unknown Wednesday
evening whether be had a lawyer.
Orange High
ninth-grader
Philip Mitchell said he was outside
when the shooting started about 1
p.m.
"There was a bunch of smoke
and they started shooting," said
Mitchell, who ran back inside the
building.
Denning Best, another high
school freshman, was in the
cafeteria.
"I saw people running away and
all the teachers were telling us it 1£:::=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:~
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Iran ignores six powers, U.N. Security Council
VIENNA, Austria - A Agency that it was enriching
defiant Iran kept on enriching small quancities of uranium
uranium in advance of the as late: as Tuesday.
U.N. Securicv Council's
Iran's refusal co heed
Thursday deadline for Tehran the Security Council up to
to freeze such activity or face now will be detailed in a
the threat of sanctions, U.N. confidential lAEA report
and European officials said.
to be completed Thursday
Iranian
Presidenc and circulated among the
Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad Vienna-based agency's 35
urged European members board member nations.
The report also will include
of the Council against
resorting ro sanctions, saying new details on Tehran's
into
advanced
punishment
would
not research
equipmenc,
dissuade his country from c:nrichmenr
purswng its disputed nuclear and ocher points, diplomats
accredited to the agency told
program.
"Sanctions
cannot The Associated Press.
The report, also scheduled
dissuade the Iranian nation
from achieving our lofty to go to the Security Council
on Thursday, would likdy
goals of progress.
"So it's better for Europe trigger council members
to be independent (of the to consider economic and
U.S.) in decision-making and political sanctions.
and
China,
Russia
co settle problems through
negotiations," Ahmadinejad however, were likdy co
said Wednesday, according to resist U.S.-led efforts for a
quick response, which likdy
scare-run television.
Iran could theoretically means sanctions do not loom
still announce a full stop immediately.
co enrichment before the
An earlier resolution
deadline sec by the Security on Iran took weeks for the
Council.
Security Council members
But
chat
appeared ro negotiate, as did talks over
unHkdy, considering Tehran's a weaker council scaremc:nt
past refusal co consider such earlier chis year demanding
a move and findings by the chat Iran suspend enrichment.
International Aromic Energy As well, the lAEA report may
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for rent

4 Bedroom Home. Close to
campus, w/ central air, W/D.
$22S month. Call S49-2060
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _911

Lincolnwood Pinetree has 2&3
BR Apts. available for second
semester. Call 34S-6000.
--~-----00

4 bedroom home close to campus
w/ central air, W/D. $22S month
call S49-2060
_ _ _ _ _ 9/1
2 BR Apanment on the square.
Panially lumished. Water and
trash paid. Lease. Call 34S4336.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 918

cheaper than renting.
14x70 cuqom built for 2
houselike mobile home. Must
see to appreciate! 2 bedrooms,
wonderful condition. New roof,
new hot water heater. Very
private. Call 348-Sl 89.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 918

Own

Efficiency close to campus. S32S/
month including utilities and air.
Male only. No pets. No smoking.
34S-3232 days.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Price To Rent: 4 bedroom, 1 1/2
Baths,SemesterLeaseConsidered,
No Pets, 348-830S
_ 00 Park Place Apartments: 1
unit available immediatly call for
details. Contact Jen 348-1479

________ oo

New Four Bedroom Apartments.
Extremely Close to Campus.
Across from Lantz. Fully
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Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad speaks during a
press conference in Tehran, Iran on Aug. 29.

not be formally considered
by the Security Council

for sale

for rent

Fum1~hcd.CallTodayforLowered
Rat~.

Grantview Apartments.
34S-33S3.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
AVAIL IMMED large apt. 1 or 2
person Central air, w/d, garage.
No pets. 34S-7286 WWW.
jwill1amsrentals.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
5 bedroom house on 6th Street, 2

bath, Large bedrooms completely
remodeled new carpet. stove,
refrigerator. Enclosed back porch
<1nd dining room. Available for
the 06-07 school year for more
info www.poteeterentals.com or
217-34S-S088
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

SAVE
MONEY-NEWLY
REMODELED HOUSE- LARGE
ROOMS, STORAGE SPACE NEXT
TO UNIVERSITY. PARKING
AVAILABLE.348-8406
~~------00

Parking spaces 1S23 3rd St.
S2S.OO per/mo.34S-S048
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

New madallion home: 3
bedrooms and 2 baths, central
air, ~me appliances, carpet on
floor, venician blinds. Call 34S4207.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9n

EXCELLENTLOCATION. LEASE&
RENT NEGOTIABLE. S bedroom
house. All new! Washer/Dryer,
stove, refrigerator, central ail,
fumance. low utilities. Trash
included. Call 345-6967
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

Pillow top Queen Size Matress
Set. Still in plastic. Cost $ 900 sell
at $19S. Call 217-649-lOlS.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/6

par 4-6 Bedroom House, 2 1/2
Bath, Washer/Dryer, 2 Decks.
(217) 348-9339
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

Female bartender needed for Icy
Mug. Apply within, must be 21.
Across from fairgrounds.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8130

6 bedroom house close to campus,
3 bathrooms, 2 living rooms,
Large Kitchen. Stove, refrigerator,
washer and dryer. Available for
the 06-07 school year for more
info www.poteeterentals.com or
217-34S·S088
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

Brian's Place Night Club hiring
D.J. and g~o dancer's. Also
hiring for bartender's and waitress
2100 Broadway, Mattoon. 23441Sl.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8131

BEER Lights/MifTOfS Call 34SS888

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 911

•

/Jelp wanted

Models Needed Male or female
models for life drawing classes
fOf Fall 2006 semester. To apply,
come to the Art Office, 300
Lawson Hall.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 911

before the agency's board
mcccs and approves ic in mid-

•

help wanted

SOCCER REFEREES NEEDED
ARE YOU A USSF OR IHSA
SOCCER REFEREE?
WORK
GAMES IN CHARLESTON AND
OTHER LOCAL COMMUNITIES
WHEN YOU CHOOSE FOR
GREAT PAY. CALL 2S4-8717.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8131
Welcome Back Students! We'll
help you open the door to a new
career. Apply online at www.
expre5spersonnel.com Or Call
217-234-2211 Express Personnel
People
Services Helping
Succeed!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9 I 1

FT or PT Direct Service Personnel
to assist individuals with
developmental disabilities with
daily living skills and individual
training goals in group homes.
Looking for self motivated
candidat~ who will advocate
for the needs of individuals with
developmental disabilities. Shifts
available on evenings, overnights
or early morning.
Must be at least 18 years old w/
HS diploma or GED. Requires
successful completion of criminal
background check. Requires valid
driver's license with satisfactory
driving record. Must be available
weekends and holidays.
Apply in person: CTF, S21 7th St.,
Charieston www.ctfillinois.org
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 911

September.
Even Moscow and Beijing.
h's not even clear when which
have
tradilional
exactly the deadline will run economic and strategic tics
our. The: U.S. ambassador with Tehran, are increasingly
to the: United Narions, John vexed at what world powers
Bolton, said Wednesday chat consider Iranian intransigence
he: believed it would end at on enrichment - a pro~
12:01 a.m. Friday in Tehran that generates nuclear energy
- or 3:31 p.m. Thursday at bur also creates the fissile core
the Security Council in New of warheads.
In another sjgn of Iran's
York.
said willingness to confront the
Bur
diplomats
community,
the exact timing was not international
senior
European
particularly rdc:vant for two a
reasons: They believe Iran government said Tehran had
already has given irs answer. not responded to a recent
They would almost certainly European Union offer on
abandon their sanctions behalf of the five Security
threat if Iran decides to Council
members
plus
suspend enrichment after the Germany to discuss Tehran's
terms for new nuclear talks.
deadline.
Bolton said the U.S. still Such behavior would likdy
Wasrungcon's
has not decided how it will strengthen
formally respond once the push to move more quickly
deadline expires, though he toward economic sancrions.
will likdy make some sort
lAEA inspectors remained
of scatemenc on Thursday in Iran on Wednesday,
afternoon.
He
repeated, gathering information to go
however, chat Washington into Thursday's confidential
would seek sanctions if Iran report.
disregards the resolution.
While their most recent
"That has been our findings were not available
intention for some months, it by Wednesday afternoon,
remains our intention, it'll be a senior U.N. official said
our intention on September Wednesday that Iranian
the first if the Iranians don't centrifuges were enriching
comply with the resolution," small quantities of uranjum
he said.
gas as late as Tuesday.

•

lost& found

help wanted

CAMPUS MARKETING REP
NEEDED
Looking
for outgoing. motivated student
to market on campus during fall
~eme5ter. $10.00 per hour, plus
bonu~. Flexible hours. For more
Information call: 888/839/338S
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/1
Are you looking for a parttime evening position in a fun,
profe.sional office atmosphere?
Ruffalo Cody/ Westaff is
se<o"kmg professional telephone
fundra1~ers. Flexible scheduling.
weekly paychecks; part-time
evenings; no "cold calling"
required Stop by Westaff at 6Sl
Castle Dr. or call 34S-1303.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9n

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS!
Customer Service& Sales Agents
needed.
Partime
evenings,
$7/hour + commission. Longterm great Opportunity. APPLY
TODAY
CCONSOUDATED
MARKET RESPONSE 700 Lincoln
Ave, Charleston. Office hours MF 8A·6P. 639-113S
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 911

The New Rockome is hiring
waiters and waitresses for its
newly renovated restaurant.
Applications are available at
the Rockome office or on-line
at www.rockome.com. Return
applications in person-Monday
through Friday, April 10-14. Call
(217) 268-4106.

________

()()

Lost: Movie related VHS tape.
To retrieve tape go to Old Main
Room 2010.
Lost: One Gold Earing. Go to
2010 in Old Main to retrieve this
item.
Lost: Pair of Black Reading
glasses. Go to Records Office m
Old Mam Rm. 1220.

~ ~

roommates

Male roommate needed for
new apartments in Grant View
building.
$32S/month low
utilitie5. Call 309-838-0786
_ _ _ _ _ __ _914

Rommate needed. Fully furnished
3 bedroom apt. Lg. kitchen
pakring available. Laundry room
largebedrooms, close to campus.
81S-2S2-6S42
________
9~1

f

sublessors

Sublessor needed immediately.
1817 9th St. Unit 2. Has W/D &
Dishwasher. $260 monthly. Call
708-602-S277

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9n

Female
Sublessor
needed.
Looking for Aug 06 thru May 07
sublessor 2 br, female rm S 260
month water included 2nd St
Close to campus call 309-712·
6606 Of' 309-645-6614
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» Mediator
FROM PAGE 1

Allison and UPI President
Charles Delman previously said
they were unhappy with vague
language in the administration's
proposal.
They said it was this vagueness
that made it hard to develop a
counter-proposal that might be
accepted.
"There have been some
discussions at the cable to clarify
what we mean," Wayland said.
"There arc some things chat
arc very vague on cheir part, coo.
You have co make sure everyone
is clear in undemanding what
you propose," he added.
He said both parties have the
responsibilicy co communicate
and ask for clarificatioo if it is
needed.
He said char rhc mediacor is
helping to find chat clarification
when it is needed.
Wayland said he has not
received any direct negative
feedback from che faculty about
the administration's newest
proposal.
He had chis to say to those
who currcncly unhappy with the
negotiations.
"I'd like for chem co really
understand that the mediation
process is an actempt to sort
through our differences and

During his speech, Hencken
announced chat the design
of che window would be
determined by a univcrsicy-wide
competition. The initial phase
of the competition will focus on
finding the great beginnings to
be etched into the window.
Hencken asked the faculty
and staff in attendance co suggest
words that arc provocative and
meaningful and words chat will
influence the lives of the future
and are worthy of being in a
building named after Martin
Luther King Jr. 'Ihe window
will be created and installed next
summer before the new president
takes over, Hencken said.
"The fuse ducy of our new
president will be ro unveil the
new window, a window ro our
fururc," he said.
Hencken also touched on
the completion of che Doudna
Fine Arcs building, which is
scheduled for completion in
Spring 2007. He said a major
goal of the upcoming year
was making sure the Fine Arts
building was completed and that
the university had the funding to
provide the necessary equipment
and programs for the building.
All construction fences, with
the exception of the fences
surrounding Doudna, would be
removed by Thanksgiving, the
president said. Hencken said be
chose to discuss Doudna during
his spccch because of what
the building will mean to the
university once it is completed.
•Doudna Fine Arts building
was chosen because of what it is
going co mean for the campus,"
Hencken said.
Hencken also told faculty
about his plan to move Textbook
Rmtal to a building near Greek
Coun so that the Honors College
and the Nursing Program can
move into the space currently

U
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UNIVERSITY NEGOTIATOR

Daily Vidette celebrates 30th anniversary

"There are some
things that
are very vague
on their part
too. You have
to make sure
everyone is clear
in understanding
what you
propose."

(U-WlRE) NORMAL - Monday
morning's Vidette: a phrase that was
not even heard of until 88 years after
the Vidette got its start.
However, on Monday morning,
Aug. 30, 1976, a newspaper was
issued and the Vidette became a daily
newspaper.
In
addition
to
supplying
information to students and the
community daily, memories and
history were involved in this
cransition of print news at Illinois

BOONDOCKS
have a better understanding of
che interests chat both parties
have," he said.
" I genuinely wanr co have a
settlement that borh parties are
happy with and that's my goal,"
he added.
Allison said he has the same
goal.
"So far mediation has
been productive because the
bargaining process has begun
once again. Real progress is
occurring, although we still have
a long way to go," Allison said.
'The next mediation meeting
between the sides is scheduled
for Sept. 6.

Stace University.
Jim Sedgwick, general manager
of the Vidette at the time of the
change, said the process of adding a
Monday paper took some time to get
implemenred.
"It took a little time co gee
everything and everybody used to it,"
he said.
"They did a marvelous job. I
couldn't have asked for a better group
of kids."
While the newspaper became

daily in August of 1976, it remained
the Vidette rather than the Daily
Vidette until August of 1977.
Sedgwick said that at chat time, it
just didn't seem important to change
the name.
· However, a year later, the staff
decided to make a name change.
"After it changed, it seemed plenty
important and they finally decided to
do it," he said.
Sedgwick handled the finance side
of the work at che Videuc.
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Edited by Will Shortz

~"Discus

Thrower"
sculptor of
ancient Greece

'ST "The Heart -

Lonely Hunter"
a St.
Bernard?

31 Cry to

46 Explorer with
Sacagawea
47 You can count
on them
46 Do dinner?
49 Cry of dismay

50 Nancy Drew
and the Hardy
purpose
Boys, e.g.
44 Kind of terrier
51 Keep an_
45 M.l.T. part: Abbr.
the ground
40 Serve its

52 Summer
53 Treeless plain
57 Mogadishu-born

supermodel

st Drops of golden
sun?
60 largest cells in
the human body
61 Constrain, with
"in"

For answers, call 1-900-285-5656. $1.20 a minute; or, with a
credit card. 1-800-814-5554.
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS.
Online subscriptions: Today's puzzle and more than 2,000
past puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($34.95 a year).
Share tips: nytimes.com/puzzleforum. Crosswords for young
solvers: nytimes.comlteaming/xwords.
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MLB I WHITE SOX 5, TAMPA BAY 4

BASEBALL I WHITE SOX 5, DEVIL RAYS 4

lguchi, Thome help Sox rally,
increase AL wild-card lead
The Associated Press

...

CHICAGO - Tadahico Iguchi
tied it with a two-ouc, two-run
homer, and Jim Thome celebrated
his return co the lineup wirh a goahead single as the Chicago Whicc
Sox scored three in the eighth
Wednesday nighc and bear the
Tampa Bay Devil Rays 5-4.
Jon Garland (16-4) goc his 16ch
win co tie for the major league
lead, surviving a rough stare when
he gave up chree first-inning runs.
including a leadoff home run co
Rocco Baldelli.
The White Sox's comeback was
aided by three Tampa Bay errors
as the Devil Rays lose their sixch
straight overall and 12th in a row on
the road.
Juan Uribe opened che eighth
wich double off Brian Meadows (25) and two ours later, Iguchi hie a 32 pitch into the sears in left-center.
Jermaine Dye singled, scole
second and scored when Thome
- who'd missed five games with a

h

Spoo

FROM PAGE 12

"Whether you play good or not,
you're going co leave here wich a
degree," he said. "You're going co
show class on and off the field. Thac's
whac he's all about."
Bue ir doesn'r always go as
planned.

Untapped potential
Brown scarced as a freshman in
2003 on a team that at one cime
or another, starred Tristan Burge
and Lucius Seymour, who were also
freshmen.
Spoo scarred chem because he
had gotten rid of some players chat
had questionable character.
"We had some kids here who
probably weren'r a good fit,"
Bellantoni said. "(They) didn't go co
class or were no~ good people."
Rather than tolerate the behavior,
Spoo and the coaching staff decided
co go a different way, even if it
meanc going through an unofficial
rebuilding year.
The Panthers finished with a
4-8 record only one season after
makirig the postseason with Romo
at quarterback.
Spoo said untapped pocential is a
fruscracion chat comes with college
coaching.
"When we bring (players) in and
... give them an opportunity to gee

This Space
For Sale

strained hamstring hie a liner co
right-center chat a diving center
fielder Baldelli couldn't catch.
Chicago increased its AL wildcard lead over Minnesota co I 1/2
games.
Garland gave up nine hits and
four runs in eight innings and is 121 in his last 14 scares.
Bobby Jenks pitched the ninth
for his 38th save in 40 chances.
After Ben Zobrisc singled in the
ninth, he was called out on a gameending double play after Dye caught
Baldelli's liner co right-center and
threw back to first where Zobrist
beat the throw.
But Paul Konerko then relayed
the ball to second where secondbase umpire Joe West called Zobrisc
ouc on the appeal for not re-tagging
after rounding second.
Devil Rays scarcer Tim Corcoran
allowed six hits and a run in 5 1-3
innings, but is still winless since July
9.
Baldelli sent Garland's second
pitch over the wall in left-center for

his seventh homer.
B.]. Upton followed wich a
single, Carl Crawford was hit by a
picch and Greg Norton delivered an
RBI single co give the Devil Rays
a 2-0 lead before Garland could
record an out.
He retired the nexr cwo batters,
but Ddmon Young came through
with another run-scoring single to
give Corcoran a 3-0 cushion.
Jorge Cantu tripled in the fourth
and scored on Young's sacrifice fly co
make it 4-0.
Koncrko's double, Joe Crede's
single and a sacrifice fly by Uribe cue
the led to 4-1 in the fourth.
With 'rhome's return, the White
Sox shuffled their batting order. Dye
stayed in the third spot Thome had
occupied most of the season, Thome
batted fourch and Konerko dropped
from cleanup co fifth.
Dye singled, stole second and
scored in che seventh when Cantu lee
A.J. Pieraynsk.i's routine grounder go
through his legs for the Devil Rays'
third error of the night.

SCOTT STRAZZAllTE I NCT

Jermaine Dye went 3-for-5 in the game as the White Sox won 5-4
over the Tampa Bay Devil Rays.

Cards' Mulder
underg~es MRI

an education," he said, "when they
don't carry out their end of it, chose
are the hardest things co swallow.
Those aren't fun."
After going through the 2003
season, Eastern wenc through
another under .500 year in 2004,
when the finished 5-6.
Bur that all changed in 2005,
when the Panthers went ro the
postseason for the ninth time in the
last 12 years.
"He never wavered," Bellantoni
said. "He didn't say we were going co
go out and sign all of these (junior
college) guys to rurn it around."

while.
"I've been here five years so ic
doesn'r bother me anymore," senior
running back Vincent Webb Jr. said.
"My skin's a little cougher. With
time you gee used co it."
Before he went in for Tuesday's
surgery, Spoo was working every day
with che running backs.
Webb said ic probably made him
remember the days when he was a
player.
"I chink he's a linle bit younger
when he's out rhere with the running
backs," he said. "He's a prercy intense
guy and I love him as a coach."
le is a sentiment chat is shared by
The pradice field
many.
When Spoo gets worked up on
Junior quarterback Mike Donato,
the sidelines, everybody knows it.
who will srarc Saturday's game
"He's always had {a booming against Illinois, said he would look
voice)," said John Smith, who back on his years playing for Spoo
coached with Spoo at Wisconsin in fondly.
''He's been gceac to play for and
the 1970s.
"There was no doubt when coach I'm glad rhac I can graduate from
Spoo got fired up because the whole chis place and cell my family chat I
stadium could hear it," he added.
played for coach Spoo," he said.
It was a sound chat would be
The thing chat sets coach Spoo
identified with Spoo for the rest of apart, is his friendliness in che
his career.
hallways, Brown said.
"That voice was a trademark, no
When he sees somebody he
question about it," said Roy Wittke, recognizes. he calls him ouc by
who coached with Spoo for 13 years name.
from the late- l 980s co 2002. "He
And he doesn't just shake hands.
scill has a tremendous passion for
"He gives you a hug," Brown
the game.
·
said. "No handshakes, no pat on the
"There was never any question bu ct.
when he was around."
"He likes co hug. He's a loving
. The players get used to ic after a guy."

The Associated Press

ST. LOUIS - St. Louis
Cardinals left-hander Mark
Mulder, hammered in a pair
of scares since coming off the
disabled lisc, believes he probably
won't piccb again chis season
because of continuing shoulder
problems.
"I doubt ic, buc I don't know,"
Mulder said Wednesday. "I can't
give you a yes or a no, buc the
way it feels and the way it looks,
I doubt it."
Mulder underwent an MRI,
cbe second chis season on his
ailing shoulder, on Wednesday
morning.
He said Dr. George Paletta, the
ream's orthopedic consultant, cold
him the MRl was very similar to
the first one caken in June when
Mulder wenc on che DL wich

impingement and rotator cuff
fraying.
The nexc seep for Mulder
will be to get a second opinion.
After
undergoing
extensive
rehabilitation without success,
surgery has become a viable
option.
"It's a possibility now," Mulder
said. "Before, I didn't really chink
it was. Over the next couple of
days, we'll determine whether I
need that or not."
Mulder lasted only 1 23 innings in his second stare,
allowing five runs against the
Marlins.
In his first scare, he allowed
nine runs in three innings againsr
the New York Mets.
He's 6-7 with a 7.14 ERA
after entering the season as the
winningcst pitcher in che majors
the previous five seasons.

U11.arty's·
Bacon Cheeseburger w/ Fries $3·49

l

lll~featuring 5 different draft beers .",rWfft)a
Miller lite• MGD • Leinenkugl ·
Berryweiss • Honeyweiss
Sunset Wheat

•PrimeLocation
•On Campus
•Put Your business
in front of l 0.000+

Students
Faculty
Staff
call the Den

217-581-281'6

WHEN: Wednesday, September 6th
WHERE: Student Rec Center
TIME: 8 p.m.
For more info contact Jess @ jlkinsella@eiu.edu
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CIOSS COUITRY

Pirates late rally beats Cubs
The Associated Press

PIITSBURGH
Freddy
Sanchez's second cwo-run single of
the game finished off Pictsburgh's
three-run rally in the 11th inning
and the Pirates withstood 20 hits
to beat the Chicago Cubs 10-9
Wednesday and sweep their series.
Michael Barrett's run-scoring
single and Ronny Ccdcno's sacrifice
By off Marty McLcary (1-0) had
put the Cubs up 9-7 in the top
of the inning. But Jose Castillo's
fourth hit, an RBI single, got the
Pirates to within a run and Sanchez
won it with a pop-By single down
the right field line against Ryan
Dempster (1-7).
The Pirates also had 20 hits in
completing their first three-game
sweep of the Cubs since 2000 and
first in Pittsburgh since April 9-11,
1999. The Pirates also dodged their
82nd loss, which would ensure
chem of a 14th consecutive losing
season.
In the second I I-inning game

WNBA FINALS

becwccn the Nu cwo worst teams
in less than 24 hours, the Cubs had
runners on fim and third with one
out in both the ninth and 10th
without scoring, only co do so in
the 11th.
The Cubs had tied it at 7 in the
eighth on Ryan Theriot's careerhigh fifth hit. Jones had four hits,
while Matt Murton and Cedeno
each drove in cwo runs.
Jason Bay had three hits for the
Pirates, who closed ro within 1
1/2 games of overtaking the Cubs
for last place in the NL Central.
The Pirates have been there since
starting 0-6, but the Cubs went
11-17 in August.
In a game featuring 40 hits,
even the pitchers were hitters.
Pirates starter Victor Santos helped
himself with cwo hits, including
a double chat started a three-run
third inning, and only his second
career RBI on a bunt single in the
fifth. Santos allowed nine hits and
five runs, three earned in 5 2-3
innings.

Cubs rookie right-hander Juan
Marco sustained a deep bone
bruise when he was struck on the
right forearm by a Jose Bautista
line drive in the third, but X-rays
did not reveal any fracture.
The right-hander made his
fifth career start since being called
up Aug. 1, giving up three runs
and four hits in cwo-plus innings
before leaving the game. Sanchez
followed with a two-run single off
David Aardsma.
Chris Duffy had a sacrifice fly, in
the fourth, and Castillo and Santos
both had run-scoring singles to
push the lead to 7-3 in the fifth
against reliever Les Walrond.
Santos' pop-Ay bunt traveled only
35 feet or so, but a diving Walrond
couldn't catch it. Jeromy Burn.itz
and Castillo had singled around a
walk to Ryan Doumit.
Cubs
shortstop
Cedcno's
throwing error also led to a run in
the first, only about 14 hours after
the Cubs committed a season-high
four errors in a 7-6 loss.

I MONARCHS 95, SHOCK 71

Monarc~s
The Associated Press

AUBURN
HILLS,
Mich.
- The Sacramento Monarchs made
wide-open 3-pointers, drove for
easy baskets and challenged a lot of
shots at che ocher end of rhc court.
' lhc defending champions put
together an all-around performance
and hun the Detroit Shock with a
record-breaking start in the WNBA
finak
Karo1 L1wson scored 22 points,
Nicole Powell had 21 and DcMya
Walker added 17 - each reaching
career playoff highs - to lead
Sacramenco past Detroit 95-71
Wednesday night in Game I,
breaking finals scoring records for
a half and a game.
"Everybody is coming ouc rhcrc
with a vengeance. I'm not really
surprised with my team," Powell
said. "It's really special when
everybody steps up their game."
Lawson made 6-of-8 from 3point range, surpassing chc finals'
record for shors made beyond the
arc, and Powell went 4-for-7 from
long range.
"I just got good looks, and I
was able to find some holes in che
zone," Lawson said. "I thought
(Ticha) Pcnichciro and (Kristin)
Haynie did a lttmcndous job
running the offense."
Shock guard Karie Smich
agreed.
"Obviously, we need to stay a

n Quincy
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"Boch Morgan and Audra had
a great work ethic and a desire to
win," Longo said.
With Audra graduating in 2004
and Morgan and Garkic graduating
last year, the fururc of Quincy
soccer at Eastern now rcscs in the
bands of fgoalic Jenny Williams.
The freshman from QHS said
she has a respect built for fellow
~cy natives who have come to
Eutcrn before her.
•1t•s expectations you have co
liYe up to," she said. •They all have

I NOTEBOOK

Illini roster set
Freshman Sheldon and
Wheeler sit oat, women
returning from injury
., lrudJ Prwani•
Stall reporter

After about cwo weeks of training
together, the men's cross country
team finalized its roster.
The women's team finalized
its rosrcr last week, but now both
teams arc set and ready for the start
of the season.
The coaching staff on the men's
team also decided to red-shirt and
keep training cwo freshmen until
next year.
Wes Sheldon, an all-sratc 800metcr runner from Vernon Hills
High School and Jeremy Wheeler,
a former sectional champion from
Springfield Lanphier High School,
will both sit out this season.
"Those arc cwo of our better
recruits chat we arc just going co
wait until next year," said head
coach Geoff Masanet.

hamstring or something," Masancc
said. "Well, maybe you can't do
these drills or you can't do this or
that, but you can still practice &cc
throws or do ocher things. Our
whole sport is running and if you
can't run you arc really limited."
The women that are injured arc
in the process of cross-training and
are improving little by little.

Runmi•g with the pack
A main concept in the Panthers'
cross country training is something
called "pack running," or running
with each other and not trying to
beat one another.
"I think we arc just running as a
team, pack running," said freshman
Aaron Laun.
"We arc concentrating on
running together and not running
full strength until our third meet,"
he added.
Masanct will give set times,
or what he calls "race plans," and
the runners are supposed co stick
to chose times and run together
whether they feel like they can do
more or nor.

Injured improving

take game one

lictle closer co Lawson and Powell," added 14. They didn't get much
she said. "We got a linle frustrated help, scoring 60 of the Detroit's 71
and tried to force some things points. Swin Cash was scoreless in
offensively. And defensively, they 11 minutes and Ruth Riley scored
picked us apart."
jusc cwo points in 15 minutes.
Sacramento
and
Detroit
"Not very pretty," Smith said.
combined for a finals-record l 66 "It's a little disappointing with the
points, bearing the J61 points effort."
Detroit and Los Angeles scored in
In 1he first marchup of previous
champions, the Monarchs got off
2003.
"I'm
tickled
ro
death," ro the same start they did last year
Sacramcnco coach John Whisenant by winning the fir~t game on the
said. "We goc home court back, road against Connecticut.
"The way we look at it, we have
and char was our goal.
Game 2 is Friday night at The rhc opportunity to win Game 2
Palace in suburban Detroit before and really put a hold on the scric~ ,"
the best--of-fi,•e series shifts to Lawson said. "I think having the
Sacramento.
experience of lase year, winning
"We have 10 win Game 2 or Game I and not being able 10
we're in a world of trouble," Shock come away with Game 2, there is
not too much satisfaction in rhc
coach Bill Lumbeer said.
The Monarchs' high-scoring locker room right now. We are still
trio had at least l l poinrs each to really focused."
The Monarchs' balance, which
help Sacramento score a record 53
poinrs in the first half, and lead by included Yolanda Griffith's 17
points, and depth were coo much
15.
They helped Sacramento close for the Shock in the opener.
srrong and break Dcrroic's record of
Dccroic scored the first basket of
83 points in the Game 3 clinching the game, and char was irs highlight
victory over the Los Angeles Sparks of the night.
in 2003.
"If you guard people and play
The Monarchs led by as much as defense, you're always going to have
2 l in the third quarter and coasted a chance to win," said Whisenant,
whose ream caused 24 turnovers.
to the victory.
"It was like a never-ending, "That's what we did."
uphill bardc," Smith said.
Sacramento used cighc players
Cheryl Ford led the Shock with in the first quarter, raking a 26a career playoff-high 25 points, 20 led wich Lawson, Powell and
Smith had 21 and Deanna Nolan Walker scoring eight apiece.

been great players from Quincy and
you have to keep chat standard."
Nowak said Eastern players chat
are not from Quincy have the same
attitude.
"That's why we have been able
co mesh," he said.
And don't expect Williams to
be the only Quincy player on the
roster during her four years at
Eastern, both Longo and Sanders
said.
Sanders already said thac's some
of his players arc chinking about
playing at Eastern in the fururc.
"Eastern has been a pipeline
for Quincy soccer players," Longo
said.

QI

Masanet said some of the women
wirh
injuries,
Mallory Fellers,
Katie
O'Brien
and Sarah Selby
-<ire starting to run
again this week or
beginning to add
on more miles

Sarah Selby
each day.
"In
other
Cross country
sports, let's say
runner
you're hurt an d
you're on the
hoops team and you hurt your

n Waltasti
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year and sophomore Dave Rigby
will be a valuable player for Howarth
chis season as he came off the bench
in both games this the weekend.
Howarth has an eclectic roster
made up of players from 11linois,
Missouri, Texas, Nebraska, Iowa
and England.
Howarth, a Slough, England
• native, still has :nany tics back home
and has used chem co land players
like junior captain Mick Galeski
from Blackburn, England.
While Howarth was born into his
tics co England, he married into his
connections in the St. Louis area.
Howarch's wifc Laura is from the
area and her family still live there.
Howarth said chac when he goes
down co Sc. Louis to see his in-laws
he cries co gee out and sec some high
school games.
The payouts from those family
visits have been sizable.

2003 Beth Uesen (Quincy Noire Dame)
Posibon: fanrard

Saturday

$2.50 YOU CALL IT
LIVE MUSIC
w/ Starrunner

IUinois lnwitational
·Ibc first meet of the season is chc
Illinois Invitational, which will be at
5:30 p.m on Friday in Champaign.
"'The expectation is rhac the
race plans arc followed. We are not
going there to go all-our," Masanet
said. "We arc going out there to run
hard, get che meet in and keep on
training hard."
1bc Panthers will continue to
train through the Illinois meet as
well as che Ausrin Peay Invitational
in order to be ready for the Panther
Invitational on Sept. 15.

Missouri natiws Mike Comiskey
and Nick Bonacker have stancd
on defense the first cwo games this
~eason and scaning striker Brad
Peters, of Sr. Peters, Mo., scored the
game-tying goal against Bowling
Green Sunday. Peters will be countctl
on to be a consistent scoring threat
for the rest of the season.
Swimming and diving head
coach Ray Padovan used :t 40-ycarold connection from his days at
Southern Illinois University to land
junior Bill Senese.
Padovan swam with Sencsc's
grandfather for the Salukis from
1961-64.
Senese has been chc scud of men's
swimming program, holding school
records in both the 100 backstroke
and the 50 freestyle.
Coaches and bacbdors alike,
remember to work hard, be creative
and use all your connections.
Because both will work whether
your crying to land a defensive back
from Florida or chc girl at Marty's
wich the gorgeous backside.

..,..., socca I RECRUITING

SPORTS

Pipeline from Quincy
Coach Ti• Nowak
••earths recr•iti•9
ge•s i• southern
llli•ois tow•
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PAITHER SPORTS SCHEDULE
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Fri. n Florida Sate Oassk I 9 a.m.
Tallahassee, Ra.
WOMEN'S SOCCER

Fri. n. Dehel I 4:30 p.m. Lakeside Field
CROSS COUNTRY

n lllillOis hnitatioul
p.m. Champaign

Fri.

I s:3o

1Ui8Y

Sit. 1t c.tr11 MkWtMt. Pleasant, Mkh.

I Noon

MEN'S SOCCER

SM. ws. AslNlry Collete
Lakeside Field

I 1 p.m.

JOE WALTASTI I THE EXTRA POINT

Recruiting
path not
cut and dry
Recruiting collegiate athletes is
almost like trying to find a date on
a Saturday night.
The sexy big-time programs have
no problems bringing in chc topnotch calenr, bur coaches ac smaller
schools wich smaller budgecs need
to work a little harder, be a linle
• more creative and cake advantage of
any connections chey might have.
·, • ~common way coaches do chis
~e contacts wich high school
Mi~~: and use: them co develop
~~-·~·~.!Jin.e. This is chc case with
Eastern defensive coordinacor Roe
Bcllanconi and what he has done in
Florida, landing multiple staners
from chc Sunshine State.
Bcllantoni's specific recruiting
areas arc south Florida and Iowa
junior colleges; the laner is where
he found pre-season all-American
linebacker Clint Sellers.
In smaller spons, like men's
soccer, che head coach docs the
majority of chc recruiting.
Head coach Adam Howarth said
chat there are various cools available
co him, chc biggest one being club
showcases.
One showcase, the College
Search JGckoff in Muscatine,
lowa, brings rogcchcr 96 dub
teams in early August co play in
a competitive environment so
coaches can evaluate as many
players as possible.
Howarth also recently held opcncryoucs, which has been a success in
the past. German foreign exchange
student Johan Schwanmayr played
in 10 games for the Panthers lase
SEE WALTASTI,
Pia 1t
H

Joe Waltasti is a senior history major
with a jcunalism minOt He can be
rmched at jRl7t7. . . ... .

IOlm 1A1LEY I TIE DAILY EASTElll IEWS
Head women's soccer coach Tim Nowak watches over drills in preparation for the Panthers' home opener
at Lakeside Field against DePaul on Friday. The Panthers are 1-1 on the season.

FOOTBAU I BOB SPOO

A natural teacher
Spoo a mentor o• and
off the playi•g field
BJ Marco Saitta••
Associate Sports Ecjtor

When Tony Romo dropped
back to chrow the ball in practice,
he made the wrong decision.
Romo, who was the reigning
Ohio Valley Conference player of
che year, chose to chrow the ball
down field rather than into the
flat.
His head coach would have
none of it.
Bob Spoo released his booming
voice and let the quarterback
know what he should have done
with the ball.
It was defensive coordinator
Roe Bcllantoni's first day on chc
job in 2002.
•1 had never seen this guy, who
was supposed to be this super
player, look so small and putting

his head down," Bellantoni said.
Four years later, Spoo is
beginning his 20ch season as bead
coach of the Panthers.
It is the second-longest
continuous tenure in Eastcrn's
history behind Charles Lantz's
24-ycar stint that ended in 1934.
His relationship with players
and coaches is boch a factor in bis
longevity and what Spoo points
to as one of the reasons he comes
back every year.
"I've been wich some awfully
good men that were players that
I've just enjoyed being around,"
he said.
..,. to 1o....1tr
Romo bounced back from his
brush with Spoo and is now in
the National Football League as a
backup quarterback for the Dallas
Cowboys.
He said Spoo's quiet, but
demanding method is similar
to his current head coach, Bill

Parcells.
"The great coaches arc chc
ones who can do it for a long
time," Romo said. "They know
how to ceach individuals and chey
know how co get che best out of
individuals:
Romo's last season with the
Panthers was in 2002.
He said when he first arrived in
1999, chere were some character
issues on chc team char went 210.
"He sensed that," he said. "He
wanted to turn it around and find
che leaders of the team. He was a
high character individual and he
wanted chc team to play the same
way."'
Current Panchers sec the same
emphasis on quality characters.
Senior cornerback Ben Brown
said Spoo cares about his players
beyond the football field.
"Whether you play good or
H

SEE SNO, 11

In a town wich a little more
than 40,000, Quincy is a place
where soccer stars arc bred and
come to Eastern. Sure, chere's no
Mia Hamm or Julie Foudy, but
Quincy soccer players have made
a mark on che program.
"Quincy players are always hard
workers," Eastern head coach Tun
Nowak said, "They appreciate the
opponunity to play."
Beth Licsen, Morgan Frericks,
Audra Frericks, Kim Garkie and
now, Jenny Williams all arc a
result of the Quincy or Quincy
Notre Dame soccer programs.
"Beth blai.cd che way," said Bill
Sanders, head coach ac Quincy
High School.
First, there's Liesen who played
for the Panchers from 2000-03.
Licsen finished as the program's
all-cime leading goal scorer (62)
and the best offensive player ever
to play ac Lakeside Field.
"Quincy and Charleston arc
very comparable," Llcsen said.
"They're both small towns. It was
a good uansition. It was easy to
come over here."
Licsen, from Quincy Notre
Dame, led her team co che super
sectionals chrec different times
and che Lady Raiders took fourth
in state her senior year.
Liescn said she learned from
QND head coach Mark Longo to
keep the game both positive and
fun.
Next in chc wave of Quincy
soccer players co Charleston was
Audra Frericks (QND), who was
a pare of four different Eastern
ccams to make the NCAA College
Cup.
Next came Audra's younger
sister, Morgan from QND and
JGm Garkic (Quincy High
H
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Spoo surge
successful
Eastern head fooCbal coach
Spoo, 69, llldelwent a SUttessM
ugery Tuesday at a St. Louisarea hospital for what the alhldic
departmel1t is Oiiing a "minor
medical reason."
Interim head coach Mark
said he fwld out about Spoo's
concition Tuesday night when he
called Spoo's daughter, Katie.
Katie Spoo told Hutson her
father was resting~
Hutson said.
Hutson also said there Is no
word yet on when Spoo m91t
to the sidelnes.
Pla)'ef' readion was a/gj
relef.
~a ugeiy goes

it's good

to.._,.

hbadler
Sellers said. 8He's stl gi*'9 Ill
In Oii' thoughts and pr.,s."
Sophomore defensive
Jeff Sobol WIS gllll
Spoo's conclllon.

to•

•He's u leader.• he
-*lbepttDgetlllll
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